Lot 32
Lehia Park Residence Lots,
Waiauli, Waiakea,
South Hilo, Hawaii.

Copy furnished Land Office,
August 23, 1926.
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Waiuli, Waiakea,
South Hilo, Hawaii.

Beginning at a galvanized iron spike at the Northwest corner of this lot, the Northeast corner of Lot 31 and on the South side of Leleiwi Road, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Trig. Station "Halai" being 5776.17 feet North and 26911.18 feet East, as shown on Government Survey Registered Map No. 2730 and running by true azimuths:

1. 247° 06' 120.0 feet along Leleiwi Road;
2. 337° 03' 200.0 feet along Grant 7629 to Kapuni Kamalii;
3. 67° 06' 120.2 feet along government land;
4. 157° 06' 200.0 feet along Lot 31 to the point of beginning.
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Compiled from Survey of E.W. Hockley by
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